
The 7 Strongest Pokémon of All Time 

Who is the strongest Pokémon in your mind? There are many Pokémon characters of Pokémon and each                 

of them has a special ability. We may only be familiar with a few of it, especially with Pikachu. However,                    

among the strong Pokémon, there must be stronger Pokémon that can be the strongest one. Here it is                  

some of the strongest Pokémon you need to know. 

Arceus 
Arceus is a Pokémon legend and even named as Pokémon god. Most of us never realize that Arceus is                   

the most powerful Pokémon of all time until 2009. It takes a very important role in the Pokémon                  

universe and becomes very popular among Pokémon lovers. Arceus greatest power is to create the               

entire universe of the Pokémon world with its 1,000 arms though Arceus appearance only has fewer                

limbs. Now we know that Arceus is the very coolest and powerful Pokémon. It is one of the strongest                   

Pokémon. 

Mewtwo 
As one of the original Pokémon, Mewtwo is not only one of the strongest Pokémon. Initially, Mewtwo                 

was created by Dr. Fuji using the DNA of Mew with the aim of being the ultimate powerful Pokémon.                   

Mewtwo is created with the best power including being able to not only operate the mind of humans                  

and Pokémon but also able to erase their minds as well. Having the ability to mega evolve move and                   

some super-powerful moves are two special powers of Mewtwo. It also has a special characteristic of a                 

move called Psystrike. Psystrike is an ability to do a psychic wave to inflict damage. However, with those                  

kinds of power, it is said that Mewtwo is the most brutal Pokémon because it does not have compassion                   

and only think to destroy its enemies. 

Mew 
You may fall in love on the first side of this Pokémon. Yet, we will not talk about the appearance of it.                      

Inside this Pokémon, you will find an amazing fact. It has full DNA of every single Pokémon and contains                   

genes of every competitor at its administration. You will not be able to imagine how powerful Mew is.                  

Because the body is full of DNA and genes, Mew can learn any of their attacks and has a massive library                     

of possible attacks to use in fighting. You now may wonder if Mew has limits of power since Mew has a                     

lot of data that comes from all the DNA and genes. It seems difficult to see Mew’s limit. Yet, knowing                    

Mew’s power is easier. Mew is free to move anywhere. It can freely move in the air, water or become                    

invisible.  

Rayquaza 
The green appearance from it may make most of us were fans of Rayquaza. It has great abilities and                   

stats that make him have a powerful ability in a certain battle. Actually, before it became Mega                 

Rayquaza, it already was highly powerful and capable as Pokémon. After Rayquaza becomes Mega              

Rayquaza, its ability is increasing until it reaches a whole level. Because Pokémon is very powerful, it has                  

been banned from being used in some online tournaments. Furthermore, Rayquaza is known as the               

master of the weather trio and often intervenes to stop the battle between Kyogre and Groudon.                

Rayquaza only needs to prove that it has the most powerful among them. We know that Rayquaza has                  



much better speed and strength than the other Pokémon, it also completes with special attack flame                

thrower. 

Lugia 
What do you think when you see a butterfly flapping its wings? It is very beautiful, isn’t it? Yet, the                    

beauty of a butterfly is insignificant if it compares to Lugia. If you see Lugia flaps its wings, it will create                     

an amazing immense storm that lasts 40 whole days. You will never imagine when Lugia is flying one                  

place to other places, every time Lugia flaps its wings to travel, it will flap a huge number of times. It                     

believes that Lugia constantly makes storms just by getting around years upon years. 

Gratina 
The legend says that Giratina is highly potential to wreak havoc and it is a danger to other Pokémon.                   

Actually, after Giratina is created, the Arceus wants to banish him into the Distortion World in promising                 

he would stay there for all of eternity. Most Pokémon are scared of him, even the Pokémon god. It is                    

very aggressive, arrogant, and cruel. Giratina was created to make and act antimatter. Through the fan's                

theories, Pokémon fans said that Giratibe is the devil Pokémon. 

Dialga 
Dialga is responsible for creating time in the Pokémon universe and it is a part of the creation trio. In the                     

Sinnoh region’s mythology, we can find Dialga. The legend says that the time began when Dialga was                 

born, and some say that the time flows when its heartbeats. Because Dialga is responsible for the time                  

in the Pokémon universe, it has the ability to control the time like slowing it down, speeding it up and                    

even completely stopping it. That ability makes Dialga be one of the strongest Pokémon. 

 


